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Abstract. We consider a semi-discrete finite element approximation for a system consisting of the evolution of a planar
curve evolving by forced curve shortening flow inside a given bounded domain Ω ⊂ R2, such that the curve meets the boundary
∂Ω orthogonally, and the forcing is a function of the solution of a reaction-diffusion equation that holds on the evolving curve.
We prove optimal error bounds for the resulting approximation and present numerical experiments.
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1. Introduction. We consider a family of planar curves Γ(t) evolving by forced curve shortening flow
inside a given bounded domain Ω ⊂ R2, such that the curve meets the boundary ∂Ω orthogonally, and the
forcing is a function of the solution of a reaction-diffusion equation that holds on Γ(t). We combine the
parametrisation presented in [7], for the setting in which Γ(t) is a closed curve, with the parametrisation
presented in [5], for the setting in which Γ(t) meets the boundary ∂Ω orthogonally, to yield the following
system of partial differential equations:
find ~x : [0, 1]× [0, T ]→ R2 and w : [0, 1]× [0, T ]→ R such that
α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν − ~xρρ|~xρ|2 = f(w)~ν in (0, 1)× (0, T ),(1.1)
(|~xρ|w)t −
(
wρ
|~xρ|
)
ρ
− (ψw)ρ = |~xρ| g(v, w) in (0, 1)× (0, T ),(1.2)
F (~x(0, t)) = F (~x(1, t)) = 0 t ∈ [0, T ],(1.3)
~xρ(0, t) · ∇⊥F (~x(0, t)) = ~xρ(1, t) · ∇⊥F (~x(1, t)) = 0 t ∈ [0, T ],(1.4)
w(0, t) = w(1, t) = wb t ∈ [0, T ],(1.5)
~x(ρ, 0) = ~x 0(ρ), w(ρ, 0) = w0(ρ) ρ ∈ (0, 1).(1.6)
Here α ∈ (0, 1], ~x(·, t) denotes the parametrisation of Γ(t) with ~x 0 parametrising the initial curve Γ(0), ~τ
and ~ν respectively denote unit tangent and normal vectors of Γ(t) such that
~τ =
~xρ
|~xρ| , ~ν = ~τ
⊥(1.7)
where, for some ~p ∈ R2, we fix (~p0, ~p1)⊥ = (−~p1, ~p0), ψ and v respectively denote the tangential and normal
velocities of Γ(t)
ψ = ~xt · ~τ , v = ~xt · ~ν,(1.8)
and we assume that ∂Ω is given by a smooth function F such that
∂Ω = {~p ∈ R2 : F (~p) = 0}
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which in addition we assume satisfies
|∇F (~p)| = 1 ~p ∈ ∂Ω.(1.9)
For a closed curve Γ(t) in R2, the formulation of curve shortening flow, in the form of (1.1) with f(w) = 0,
was presented and analysed in [7], where the DeTurck trick is used in coupling the motion of the curve to
the harmonic map heat flow with the parameter α ∈ (0, 1] being such that 1/α corresponds to the diffusion
coefficient in the harmonic map heat flow. Setting α ∈ (0, 1] introduces a tangential component in the
velocity which, at the numerical level, gives rise to a good distribution of the mesh points along the curve.
Setting α = 1 one recovers the formulation introduced and analysed in [3], while formally setting α = 0
yields the approach introduced in [2]. The associated closed curve formulation of (1.1)–(1.6) was studied in
[1], in which the authors proved optimal error bounds for a fully discrete finite element approximation of
the coupled system. While in [10] an alternative formulation, again for closed curves in R2, was presented
together with optimal error bounds for a semi-discrete finite element approximation of the coupled system.
Setting α = 1 and f(w) = 0 in (1.1) and coupling the resulting equation to (1.4), (1.3) gives rise to the
model presented and analysed in [5], in which optimal order error bounds for a semi-discrete finite element
approximation of curve shortening flow with a prescribed normal contact to a fixed boundary are presented.
The coupled system (1.1)–(1.6), and the associated closed curve formulation studied in [1], can both be used
to model diffusion induced grain boundary motion, [8]. This phenomenon can be observed if a polycrystalline
film of metal is placed in a vapour containing another metal: atoms from the vapour diffuse into the film
along the grain boundaries that separate the crystals in the film, this gives rise to variations of elastic energy
in the film that cause the grain boundaries to move. Physically Ω(t) represents the polycrystalline film,
Γ(t) represents a grain boundary and w represents the concentration of atoms from the vapour. The closed
curve formulation arises from the physical set-up in which the polycrystalline film is assumed to be very
thin in the x3−direction, and the resulting two-dimensional problem is obtained by assuming independence
in the x3−direction. While in the set-up we consider here, the film is assumed to be infinitely long in the
x2−direction such that the resulting two-dimensional problem is obtained by assuming independence in the
x2−direction, and the grain boundary is assumed to span the width (x3-direction) of the film such that it
meets the upper and lower surfaces of the film orthogonally. A more in-depth derivation of the physical
set-up can be found in [8] and [9].
2. Weak formulation and finite element approximation.
2.1. Notation for function spaces. We set I = (0, 1) and adopt the standard notation for Sobolev
spaces W l,p(I), where l ∈ N0 and p ∈ [1,∞], with the Sobolev l, p norm of a function f on the interval I
defined to be ‖f‖l,p and its associated seminorm to be |f |l,p. For the special case of p = 2, we denote W l,2(I)
by H l(I) with the associated norm and seminorm denoted by ‖f‖l and |f |l respectively. When the function
is vector-valued, the function spaces are naturally extended to [W l,p(I)]n and [H l(I)]n with appropriately
defined norms and seminorms, we, however, leave the notation for the norms unchanged. We extend the
notation to include time-dependent spaces W l,p(I;X), where I ⊂ R is the time-dependent space and X is a
Banach space, with the standard associated norm and seminorm ‖f‖W l,p(I;X) and |f |W l,p(I;X) respectively.
We denote the L2(I)-inner product by (f, g).
2.2. Weak formulation. Multiplying (1.1) by ~ξ |~xρ|2, where ~ξ ∈ [H1(I)]2 is a test function, integrating
over I and using integration by parts gives
(
|~xρ|2 (α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν), ~ξ
)
+
(
~xρ, ~ξρ
)
=
[
~xρ · ~ξ
]1
0
+
(
|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, ~ξ
)
.(2.1)
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Using (1.4) and (1.9) we have
~xρ · ~ξ =
(
∇F (~x)(~xρ · ∇F (~x)) +∇⊥F (~x)(~xρ · ∇⊥F (~x))
)
·
(
∇F (~x)(~ξ · ∇F (~x)) +∇⊥F (~x)(~ξ · ∇⊥F (~x))
)
=
(
∇F (~x)(~xρ · ∇F (~x))
)
·
(
∇F (~x)(~ξ · ∇F (~x)) +∇⊥F (~x)(~ξ · ∇⊥F (~x))
)
= (∇F (~x) · ∇F (~x))(~xρ · ∇F (~x))(~ξ · ∇F (~x)) + (∇F (~x) · ∇⊥F (~x))(~xρ · ∇F (~x))(~ξ · ∇⊥F (~x))
= (~xρ · ∇F (~x))(~ξ · ∇F (~x))
which combined with (2.1) yields the following weak formulation of (1.1), (1.4): for all ~ξ ∈ [H1(I)]2(
|~xρ|2 [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , ~ξ
)
+
(
~xρ, ~ξρ
)
=
[
(~xρ · ∇F (~x))(~ξ · ∇F (~x))
]1
0
+
(
|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, ~ξ
)
.(2.2)
Multiplying (1.2) by a test function η ∈ H10 (I), integrating over I and using integration by parts we have
(
(|~xρ|w)t , η
)
+
(
wρ
|~xρ| , ηρ
)
+ (ψw, ηρ) = (|~xρ| g(v, w), η) ∀ η ∈ H10 (I).(2.3)
We assume that there is a unique solution (~x,w) of (2.2), (2.3) on the time interval [0, T ] that satisfies the
boundary condition (1.3) and the initial data (1.6). Furthermore we assume that this unique solution, and
the data, satisfy
~x ∈W 1,∞(0, T ; [H2(I)]2) ∩W 2,∞(0, T ; [L2(I)]2);(2.4)
w ∈ C([0, T ];H2(I)) ∩W 1,∞(0, T ;H1(I));(2.5)
f ∈ C1,1(R);(2.6)
g ∈ C1,1(R2);(2.7)
F ∈ C2,1(R2);(2.8)
m ≤ |~xρ| ≤M in [0, 1]× [0, T ], for some m, M ∈ R>0.(2.9)
We note that from (2.4) and (2.5), for any t ∈ [0, T ], we have
‖~x(·, t)‖2 + ‖~xt(·, t)‖1 + ‖~τ(·, t)‖1 + ‖ψ(·, t)‖1 + ‖w(·, t)‖2 + ‖wt(·, t)‖1 ≤ C.(2.10)
We also note that, due to (1.3), for any t ∈ [0, T ], we have
0 =
d
dt
F (~x(ρ, t)) = ~xt(ρ, t) · ∇F (~x(ρ, t)) for ρ ∈ {0, 1}.(2.11)
2.3. Finite Element approximation. We partition the interval [0, 1] such that [0, 1] = ∪Jj=1σj , where
σj = (ρj−1, ρj). We set h := max
j=1,...,J
hj , where hj = ρj − ρj−1 and we assume that for C > 0
h ≤ C hj , j = 1, . . . , J.(2.12)
We define the finite element spaces
V h := {χh ∈ C([0, 1]) : χh|σj is affine, j = 1, . . . , J} ⊂ H
1(I),(2.13)
V h0 := {χh ∈ V h : χh(0) = χh(1) = 0}(2.14)
and we define the basis functions of V h to be φi(ρj) = δ
j
i . We set I
h : C([0, 1]) → V h to be the standard
Lagrange interpolation operator defined as (Ihη)(ρj) = η(ρj), for j = 0, . . . , J , whereby we denote I
h
j := I
h
|σj
3
to be the local interpolation operator. Considering p ∈ (1,∞], k ∈ {0, 1} and l ∈ {1, 2}, the following
standard interpolation results hold for j = 1, . . . , J
h
1
p
j |ηh|0,∞,σj + hj |ηh|1,p,σj ≤ C |ηh|0,p,σj ∀ ηh ∈ V h,(2.15)
|(I − Ihj )η|k,p,σj ≤ C h`−kj |η|`,p,σj ∀ η ∈W `,p(σj),(2.16)
|(I − Ihj )η|`−1,∞,σj ≤ C h
1
2
j |η|`,σj ∀ η ∈ H`(σj),(2.17)
where |η|l,p,σj is the seminorm of W l,p(σj). We define the discrete inner product (·, ·)h and its induced norm
‖ · ‖h by
(η1, η2)
h
:=
J∑
j=1
∫
σj
Ihj (η1 η2) dρ, ‖η‖2h := (η, η)h.(2.18)
Standard interpolation theory states that, for all ηh, χh ∈ V h, and j = 1, . . . , J , the following results hold∫
σj
|ηh|2 dρ ≤
∫
σj
Ihj
[|ηh|2] dρ ≤ 3∫
σj
|ηh|2 dρ,(2.19a) ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
σj
(I − Ihj )(ηh χh) dρ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C h2j |ηh|1,σj |χh|1,σj ≤ C hj |ηh|1,σj |χh|0,σj .(2.19b)
We assign to an element ~xh ∈ [V h]2 a piecewise constant discrete unit tangent and normal, denoted respec-
tively by ~τh and ~νh, and on σj we approximate the tangential velocity and normal velocity respectively by
ψh and vh, where
~τh =
~xhρ
|~xhρ |
, ~νh = (~τh)⊥, ψh = ~xht · ~τh, vh = ~xht · ~νh on σj , j = 1 · · · , J.(2.20)
Employing the above notation we introduce the following, continuous in time, finite element approximation
of (2.2), (2.3): find ~xh : [0, 1] × [0, T ] → R2 and wh : [0, 1] × [0, T ] → R such that ~xh(·, t) ∈ [V h]2 and
wh(·, t)− wb ∈ V h0 , for t ∈ [0, T ], and(
|~xhρ |2
[
α~xht + (1− α)
(
~xht · ~νh
)
~νh
]
, ~ξh
)h
+
(
~xhρ ,
~ξhρ
)
=
(
|~xhρ |2f(wh)~νh, ~ξh
)h
+
[(
~xhρ · ∇F (~xh)
) (
~ξh · ∇F (~xh))]1
0
∀ ~ξh ∈ [V h]2,(2.21) ((|~xhρ |wh)t , ηh)h +
(
whρ
|~xhρ |
, ηhρ
)
+
(
ψh wh, ηhρ
)h
=
(|~xhρ | g(vh, wh), ηh)h ∀ ηh ∈ V h0 ,(2.22)
where ~xhρ(0, t) = (~x
h
ρ)|σ1 and ~x
h
ρ(1, t) = (~x
h
ρ)|σJ , and ~x
h, wh satisfy the boundary and initial data
F (~xh(0, t)) = F (~xh(1, t)) = 0 t ∈ [0, T ],(2.23)
wh(ρ, 0) = Ihw0(ρ), ~xh(ρ, 0) = Ih~x 0(ρ) ρ ∈ I.(2.24)
Using (1.3) and (2.24) we have F (~xh(ρ, 0)) = F (Ih~x 0(ρ)) = F (~x 0(ρ)) = 0, for ρ ∈ {0, 1}, and hence the
conditions (2.23) are equivalent to
~xht (0, t) · ∇F (~xh(0, t)) = ~xht (1, t) · ∇F (~xh(1, t)) = 0 t ∈ [0, T ],(2.25)
which is the discrete analogue of (2.11). Similarly we present the discrete analogue of (1.9), namely
|∇F (~xh(0, t))| = |∇F (~xh(1, t))| = 1 t ∈ [0, T ].(2.26)
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Let us formulate the main theorem, which will be proved in Section 3.
Theorem 2.1. Let ~xh(·, 0) = Ih~x 0(·) ∈ [V h]2 and wh(·, 0) = Ihw0(·) ∈ V h. There exists h? > 0 such that
for all h ∈ (0, h?] the semi-discrete problem (2.21)-(2.23) has a unique solution (~xh, wh) ∈ [V h]2 × V h on
[0, T ] and the following error bounds hold
sup
s∈[0,T ]
[|~x(·, s)− ~xh(·, s)|21 + |w(·, s)− wh(·, s)|20]+ ∫ T
0
[|~xt(·, s)− ~xht (·, s)|20 + |w(·, s)− wh(·, s)|21] ds ≤ Ch2,
for some C > 0 independent of h.
3. Error Analysis. For the proof of Theorem 2.1, and hence throughout this section, we choose
h?, γ ∈ R>0 so that
(3.1) eγ T (h?)
1
2 ≤ min
{
1
2C1
, β
}
and γ ≥ max
{
1,
32C2
m2α
}
,
where C1, C2 ∈ R>0 and β ∈ (0, 1], are independent of h and will be chosen a posteriori. Standard ODE
theory implies that there exists a unique solution (~xh, wh) of (2.21)–(2.24) on some time interval [0, Th]
(Th > 0).
For simplicity of notation we define
~E := Ih~x− ~xh and Z := Ihw − wh
such that ~x− ~xh = (I − Ih)~x+ ~E and w−wh = (I − Ih)w+Z. For the proof of Theorem 2.1 we adapt the
arguments presented in [4] and define for some C1 ∈ R>0
T ?h := sup
{
t ∈ [0, T ] : (~xh, wh) solves (2.21)–(2.23),
m
2
≤ |~xhρ | ≤ 2M in [0, 1]× [0, t],
‖wh‖C([0,t];L∞(I)) ≤ 2Cw‖w‖C([0,T ];H1(I)), and
sup
s∈[0,t]
e−γs
[
| ~E(·, s)|21 + |Z(·, s)|20
]
+
∫ t
0
e−γs
[
| ~Et(·, s)|20 + |Z(·, s)|21
]
ds < 2C1h
2
}
.
We then prove the result of Theorem 2.1 on [0, T ?h ], for C independent of T
?
h , thus enabling us to show that
T ?h = T and hence proving the theorem. By the definition of T
?
h we have the following bounds
m
2
≤ |~xhρ | ≤ 2M in [0, 1]× [0, T ?h )(3.2)
‖wh‖C([0,T?h );L∞(I)) ≤ 2Cw‖w‖C([0,T ];H1(I))(3.3)
sup
s∈[0,T?h ]
e−γs
[
| ~E(·, s)|21 + |Z(·, s)|20
]
+
∫ T?h
0
e−γs
[
| ~Et(·, s)|20 + |Z(·, s)|21
]
ds < 2C1h
2.(3.4)
The main part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is split into the following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.1. There exists C2 ∈ R>0, such that for all t ∈ [0, T ?h ), we have
1
4
e−γt | ~E|21 +
m2α
16
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~Et|20 ds ≤ C2
∫ t
0
e−γs
[
h2 + | ~E|21 + |Z|20 + h−1| ~E|40,∞
]
ds.(3.5)
Lemma 3.2. There exists h? > 0 and C3 ∈ R>0, such that for all h ∈ (0, h?] and t ∈ [0, T ?h ), we have
m
4
e−γt |Z|20 +
1
4M
∫ t
0
e−γs |Z|21 ds ≤ C3
∫ t
0
e−γs
[
h2 + | ~Et|20 + | ~E|21 + |Z|20
]
ds.(3.6)
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Before proving Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and subsequently Theorem 2.1 we note the following useful bounds for
t ∈ [0, T ?h ).
Using (2.16) and (2.10), we have
|~x− ~xh|1 ≤ |(I − Ih)~x|1 + | ~E|1 ≤ C h |~x|2 + | ~E|1 ≤ C
[
h+ | ~E|1
]
,(3.7)
as well as
|~xt − ~xht |0 ≤ |(I − Ih)~xt|0 + | ~Et|0 ≤ C h |~xt|1 + | ~Et|0 ≤ C
[
h+ | ~Et|0
]
.(3.8)
If we use (2.19a), (2.10), (2.15) and (2.12), we get
|~xht |s ≤ |Ih~xt|s + | ~Et|s ≤ C
[
1 + h−s| ~Et|0
]
for s = 0, 1.(3.9)
Using (2.16) and (2.10), we have
|w − wh|0 ≤ |(I − Ih)w|0 + |Z|0 ≤ C h |w|1 + |Z|0 ≤ C [h+ |Z|0] ,(3.10)
and from (2.19a), (2.10), (2.15) and (2.12), we have
|wh|1 ≤ |Ihw|1 + C h−1|Z|0 ≤ C h−1 [h+ |Z|0] .(3.11)
Using (2.9), (3.2) and (3.7), we have∣∣∣∣ 1|~xρ| − 1|~xhρ |
∣∣∣∣
0
≤
∣∣∣∣∣ |~xρ| − |~xhρ ||~xρ| |~xhρ |
∣∣∣∣∣
0
≤ 2
m2
|~x− ~xh|1 ≤ C
[
h+ | ~E|1
]
.(3.12)
In the same way, with (1.7), (2.20), (2.9) and (3.7), we have
|~τ − ~τh|0 ≤
∣∣∣∣∣~xhρ |~xhρ | − |~xρ||~xρ| |~xhρ |
∣∣∣∣∣
0
+
∣∣∣∣ 1|~xρ| (~xρ − ~xhρ)
∣∣∣∣
0
≤ 2
m
|~x− ~xh|1 ≤ C
[
h+ | ~E|1
]
which yields
|~τ − ~τh|0 + |~ν − ~νh|0 ≤ C
[
h+ | ~E|1
]
.(3.13)
Using (1.8), (2.20), (3.13), (3.8), Sobolev embeddings and (2.10), we have
|ψ − ψh|0 ≤ |~xt · (~τ − ~τh)|0 + |~τh · (~xt − ~xht )|0
≤ C |~xt|0,∞
[
h+ | ~E|1
]
+ C
[
h+ | ~Et|0
]
≤ C
[
h+ | ~Et|0 + | ~E|1
]
and thus we obtain
|ψ − ψh|0 + |v − vh|0 ≤ C
[
h+ | ~Et|0 + | ~E|1
]
.(3.14)
With (2.10), (2.15), (2.12) and (3.14), we gain
|vh|1 ≤ |v|1 + C h−1 |v − vh|0 ≤ C h−1
[
h+ | ~Et|0 + | ~E|1
]
.(3.15)
Proof of Lemma 3.1: In this proof we combine techniques used in [1] and [5]. Taking ~ξ = ~Et in (2.2)
and ~ξh = ~Et in (2.21), subtracting the resulting equations and noting(
~xρ − (Ih~x)ρ, ~ξhρ
)
= 0,(3.16)
6
we obtain(
|~xhρ |2
[
α ~Et + (1− α)( ~Et · ~νh)~νh
]
, ~Et
)h
+
(
~Eρ, ~Eρ,t
)
=
[(
|~xhρ |2
[
α Ih~xt + (1− α)(Ih~xt · ~νh)~νh
]
, ~Et
)h
−
(
|~xρ|2 [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , ~Et
)]
+
[(
|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, ~Et
)
−
(
|~xhρ |2f(wh)~νh, ~Et
)h]
+
[(
~xρ · ∇F (~x)
)(
~Et · ∇F (~x)
)− (~xhρ · ∇F (~xh))( ~Et · ∇F (~xh))]1
0
=:
3∑
i=1
Ii.(3.17)
Using (3.2) and (2.19a), we note that the left-hand side of (3.17) is bounded below(
|~xhρ |2
[
α ~Et + (1− α)( ~Et · ~νh)~νh
]
, ~Et
)h
+
(
~Eρ, ~Eρ,t
)
≥ m
2
4
[
α ‖ ~Et‖2h + (1− α)‖ ~Et · ~νh‖2h
]
+
1
2
d
dt
| ~E|21 ≥
m2α
4
| ~Et|20 +
1
2
d
dt
| ~E|21.(3.18)
We now proceed to bound I1, I2 and I3 in (3.17), beginning with I1.
I1 =
(
|~xhρ |2
[
α Ih~xt + (1− α)(Ih~xt · ~νh)~νh
]
, ~Et
)h
−
(
|~xρ|2 [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , ~Et
)
=
[([|~xhρ |2 − |~xρ|2] [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , ~Et)
+ (1− α)
(
|~xhρ |2
[
(~xt · (~νh − ~ν))~ν + (~xt · ~νh)
(
~νh − ~ν)] , ~Et)]
+
[(
|~xhρ |2
[
α Ih~xt + (1− α)(Ih~xt · ~νh)~νh
]
, ~Et
)h
−
(
|~xhρ |2
[
α Ih~xt + (1− α)(Ih~xt · ~νh)~νh
]
, ~Et
)
+
(
|~xhρ |2
[
α (Ih − I)~xt + (1− α)((Ih − I)~xt · ~νh)~νh
]
, ~Et
)]
=: I1,1 + I1,2.(3.19)
Using (2.9), (3.2), (3.7), (3.13), Sobolev embeddings and (2.10), we see that
I1,1 =
([|~xhρ |2 − |~xρ|2] [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , ~Et)
+ (1− α)
(
|~xhρ |2
[
(~xt · (~νh − ~ν))~ν + (~xt · ~νh)
(
~νh − ~ν)] , ~Et)
≤ |~xt|0,∞
[∣∣|~xρ|+ |~xhρ |∣∣0,∞ |~x− ~xh|1 + 8M2(1− α) |~ν − ~νh|0] | ~Et|0 ≤ C [h+ | ~E|1] | ~Et|0.(3.20)
From (2.19a,b), (3.2), (2.16) and (2.10), we get
I1,2 =
(
|~xhρ |2
[
α Ih~xt + (1− α)(Ih~xt · ~νh)~νh
]
, ~Et
)h
−
(
|~xhρ |2
[
α Ih~xt + (1− α)(Ih~xt · ~νh)~νh
]
, ~Et
)
+
(
|~xhρ |2
[
α (Ih − I)~xt + (1− α)((Ih − I)~xt · ~νh)~νh
]
, ~Et
)
≤ C h
J∑
j=1
∣∣Ihj ~xt∣∣1,σj ∣∣∣|~xhρ |2 [α ~Et + (1− α)( ~Et · ~νh)~νh]∣∣∣0,σj + C |(I − Ih)~xt|0 | ~Et|0
≤ C h |~xt|1 | ~Et|0 ≤ C h | ~Et|0.(3.21)
Combining (3.19)–(3.21) we have
|I1| ≤ m
2α
24
| ~Et|20 + C
[
h2 + | ~E|21
]
.(3.22)
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We now bound I2.
I2 =
(
|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, ~Et
)
−
(
|~xhρ |2f(wh)~νh, ~Et
)h
=
[([|~xρ|2 − |~xhρ |2] f(w)~ν + |~xhρ |2 f(w) [~ν − ~νh] , ~Et)+ (|~xhρ |2 [f(w)− f(wh)]~νh, ~Et)]
+
[(
|~xhρ |2
[
(I − Ih)f(wh)]~νh, ~Et)+ (|~xhρ |2 [(Ih − I)f(wh)]~νh, ~Et)h
+
(
|~xhρ |2 Ih(f(wh))~νh, ~Et
)
−
(
|~xhρ |2 Ih(f(wh))~νh, ~Et
)h]
=: I2,1 + I2,2.(3.23)
Using (2.9), (3.2), (3.7), (3.13), (2.6) and (3.10), we see that
I2,1 =
([|~xρ|2 − |~xhρ |2] f(w)~ν + |~xhρ |2 f(w) [~ν − ~νh] , ~Et)+ (|~xhρ |2 [f(w)− f(wh)]~νh, ~Et)
≤ |f |0,∞
[∣∣|~xρ|+ |~xhρ |∣∣0,∞ |~xρ − ~xhρ |0 + 4M2|~ν − ~νh|0] | ~Et|0 + C |w − wh|0 | ~Et|0
≤ C
[
h+ |Z|0 + | ~E|1
]
| ~Et|0.(3.24)
With (3.2), (2.19a,b), (2.16), (2.6), (3.3) and (3.11), we obtain
I2,2 =
(
|~xhρ |2
[
(I − Ih)f(wh)]~νh, ~Et)+ (|~xhρ |2 [(Ih − I)f(wh)]~νh, ~Et)h
+
(
|~xhρ |2 Ih(f(wh))~νh, ~Et
)
−
(
|~xhρ |2 Ih(f(wh))~νh, ~Et
)h
≤ C |(I − Ih)f(wh)|0 | ~Et|0 + C h
J∑
j=1
∣∣Ih(f(wh))∣∣
1,σj
∣∣∣|~xhρ |2 ~Et · ~νh∣∣∣
0,σj
≤ C h |f(wh)|1 | ~Et|0 ≤ C h |f ′(wh)|0,∞ |wh|1 | ~Et|0 ≤ C [h+ |Z|0] | ~Et|0.(3.25)
Combining (3.23)–(3.25), we have
|I2| ≤ m
2α
24
| ~Et|20 + C
[
h2 + |Z|20 + | ~E|21
]
.(3.26)
We now bound I3, to this end we set
b(ρ, t) := ~xρ · ∇F (~x), bh(ρ, t) := ~xhρ · ∇F (~xh)
and note that
~x(ρ, t) = Ih(~x(ρ, t)) for ρ ∈ {0, 1}, t ∈ [0, T ].(3.27)
Using (2.11), (2.25), and (3.27) we see that
I3 =
[
b(ρ, t)
(
~Et · ∇F (~x)
)− bh(ρ, t)( ~Et · ∇F (~xh))]1
0
=
[
b(ρ, t)
(
~Et · [∇F (~x)−∇F (~xh)]
)]1
0
+
[
(b(ρ, t)− bh(ρ, t))(~xt · [∇F (~xh)−∇F (~x)])]10 =: I3,1 + I3,2.(3.28)
Using (2.9), (1.9), Sobolev embeddings, (2.4), (2.8), and noting (3.27), for ρ ∈ {0, 1} and t ∈ [0, T ] we have
|b(ρ, t)| ≤M,(3.29a)
|bt(ρ, t)| ≤ |~xρ,t(ρ, t)|+M |D2F (~x(ρ, t)) ~xt(ρ, t)| ≤ C,(3.29b)
as well as
|∇F (~x(ρ, t))−∇F (~xh(ρ, t))| ≤ L∇F |~x(ρ, t)− ~xh(ρ, t)| ≤ C | ~E(·, t)|0,∞.(3.29c)
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A Taylor’s expansion yields
∇F (~x)−∇F (~xh) =D2F (~x)(~x− ~xh) +
∫ 1
0
(D2F (s~x+ (1− s)~xh)−D2F (~x))(~x− ~xh) ds(3.30)
which together with (3.29a,b), (2.8), (3.27), (2.15), and (2.12), gives
I3,1 =
[
b(ρ, t)
(
~Et · [∇F (~x)−∇F (~xh)]
)]1
0
=
[
b(ρ, t) ~ETt D
2F (~x) ~E + b(ρ, t)
∫ 1
0
~ETt [D
2F (s~x+ (1− s)~xh)−D2F (~x)] ~E ds
]1
0
=
[
1
2
d
dt
(
b(ρ, t) ~ETD2F (~x) ~E
)
− 1
2
bt(ρ, t) ~E
T D2F (~x) ~E − 1
2
b(ρ, t) ~ET
d
dt
(D2F (~x)) ~E
+ b(ρ, t)
∫ 1
0
~ETt [D
2F (s~x+ (1− s)~xh)−D2F (~x)] ~E ds
]1
0
≤ 1
2
d
dt
[
b(ρ, t) ~ETD2F (~x) ~E
]1
0
+ C | ~E|20,∞
[
1 + | ~Et|0,∞
]
≤ 1
2
d
dt
[
b(ρ, t) ~ETD2F (~x) ~E
]1
0
+ C | ~E|20,∞
[
1 + h−
1
2 | ~Et|0
]
.(3.31)
Denoting ~x(0, t) := ~x0(t), taking ~ξ = (1− ρ)∇F (~x0) in (2.2) and noting (1.9), we have(|~xρ|2 [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , (1− ρ)∇F (~x0) )− (~xρ,∇F (~x0))
=
(|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, (1− ρ)∇F (~x0) )+ [(1− ρ)(~xρ · ∇F (~x))(∇F (~x0) · ∇F (~x))]10
=
(|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, (1− ρ)∇F (~x0) )− b(0, t),
and hence
b(0, t) = (~xρ,∇F (~x0)) +
(|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, (1− ρ)∇F (~x0) )
− (|~xρ|2 [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , (1− ρ)∇F (~x0) ) .(3.32)
Similarly, denoting ~xh(0, t) := ~xh0 (t), taking
~ξh = (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) in (2.21) and noting (2.26), we have
bh(0, t) =
(
~xhρ ,∇F (~xh0 )
)
+
(|~xhρ |2f(wh)~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )h
− (|~xhρ |2 [α~xht + (1− α)(~xht · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )h .(3.33)
Hence, subtracting (3.33) from (3.32) yields
b(0, t)− bh(0, t) = [(~xρ,∇F (~x0))− (~xhρ ,∇F (~xh0 ))]
+
[(|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, (1− ρ)∇F (~x0) )− (|~xhρ |2f(wh)~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )h]
+
[(|~xhρ |2 [α~xht + (1− α)(~xht · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )h
− (|~xρ|2 [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , (1− ρ)∇F (~x0) )] =: 3∑
i=1
Bi.(3.34)
Starting with B1, using (2.10), (3.29c) and (2.26), and noting (3.16), we have
B1 = (~xρ,∇F (~x0))−
(
~xhρ ,∇F (~xh0 )
)
=
(
~xρ,∇F (~x0)−∇F (~xh0 )
)
+
(
~Eρ,∇F (~xh0 )
)
≤ C
[
| ~E|0,∞ + | ~E|1
]
.(3.35)
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We now bound B2.
B2 =
(|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, (1− ρ)∇F (~x0) )− (|~xhρ |2f(wh)~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )h
=
(|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, (1− ρ) [∇F (~x0)−∇F (~xh0 )])+ (|~xhρ |2 [f(w)− f(wh)]~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )
+
([|~xρ|2 − |~xhρ |2] f(w)~ν + |~xhρ |2f(w) [~ν − ~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )
+
[(|~xhρ |2 [(I − Ih)f(wh)]~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ))+ (|~xhρ |2 [(Ih − I)f(wh)]~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ))h]
+
[(|~xhρ |2 Ih(f(wh))~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )− (|~xhρ |2 Ih(f(wh))~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )h] =: 5∑
i=1
B2,i.(3.36)
Using (2.9), (3.29c) and (2.6), we have
B2,1 =
(|~xρ|2f(w)~ν, (1− ρ) [∇F (~x0)−∇F (~xh0 )]) ≤ C |f(w)|0 |1− ρ|0 | ~E|0,∞ ≤ C | ~E|0,∞.(3.37)
Noting (2.26), and using similar arguments to those used in proving (3.24) and (3.25), we have
B2,2 =
(|~xhρ |2 [f(w)− f(wh)]~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) ) ≤ C |f(w)− f(wh)|0 |1− ρ|0 ≤ C [h+ |Z|0] ,(3.38)
B2,3 =
([|~xρ|2 − |~xhρ |2] f(w)~ν + |~xhρ |2f(w) [~ν − ~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )
≤ C [|~xρ − ~xhρ |0 + |~ν − ~νh|0] |1− ρ|0 ≤ C [h+ | ~E|1] ,(3.39)
B2,4 =
(|~xhρ |2 [(I − Ih)f(wh)]~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ))+ (|~xhρ |2 [(Ih − I)f(wh)]~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ))h
≤ C |(I − Ih)f(wh)|0 |1− ρ|0 ≤ C [h+ |Z|0] ,(3.40)
B2,5 =
(|~xhρ |2 Ih(f(wh))~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )− (|~xhρ |2 Ih(f(wh))~νh, (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )h
≤ C h
J∑
j=1
∣∣Ihj (f(wh))∣∣1,σj ∣∣|~xhρ |2 (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) · ~νh∣∣0,σj ≤ C h |f(wh)|1 |1− ρ|0 ≤ C [h+ |Z|0] .(3.41)
We now bound B3 in a similar way.
B3 =
(|~xhρ |2 [α~xht + (1− α)(~xht · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )h
− (|~xρ|2[α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν], (1− ρ)∇F (~x0) )
=
(|~xρ|2 [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , (1− ρ) [∇F (~xh0 )−∇F (~x0)])
+
(|~xhρ |2 [α (~xht − Ih~xt)+ (1− α)((~xht − Ih~xt) · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ))h
+
[([|~xhρ |2 − |~xρ|2] [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )
+ (1− α) (|~xhρ |2 [(~xt · (~νh − ~ν))~ν + (~xt · ~νh) (~νh − ~ν)] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ))]
+
(|~xhρ |2 [α (Ih − I)~xt + (1− α)((Ih − I)~xt · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ))
+
[(|~xhρ |2 [α Ih~xt + (1− α)(Ih~xt · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )h
− (|~xhρ |2 [α Ih~xt + (1− α)(Ih~xt · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )] =: 5∑
i=1
B3,i.(3.42)
Using (2.9), (3.29c) and (2.10), we have
B3,1 =
(|~xρ|2 [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , (1− ρ) [∇F (~xh0 )−∇F (~x0)])
≤ C |~xt|0 |1− ρ|0 | ~E|0,∞ ≤ C | ~E|0,∞.(3.43)
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Using (3.2), (2.26) and (2.19a), we have
B3,2 =
(|~xhρ |2 [α [~xht − Ih~xt]+ (1− α)((~xht − Ih~xt) · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ))h
≤ C ‖ ~Et‖h ‖1− ρ‖h ≤ C | ~Et|0.(3.44)
Noting (2.26) and using similar arguments to those used in proving (3.20) and (3.21) we have
B3,3 =
([|~xhρ |2 − |~xρ|2] [α~xt + (1− α)(~xt · ~ν)~ν] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )
+ (1− α) (|~xhρ |2 [(~xt · (~νh − ~ν))~ν + (~xt · ~νh) (~νh − ~ν)] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ))
≤ C [|~xρ − ~xhρ |0 + |~ν − ~νh|0] |1− ρ|0 ≤ C [h+ | ~E|1] ,(3.45)
B3,4 =
(|~xhρ |2 [α (Ih − I)~xt + (1− α)((Ih − I)~xt · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ))
≤ C |(I − Ih)~xt|0 |1− ρ|0 ≤ C h,(3.46)
B3,5 =
(|~xhρ |2 [α Ih~xt + (1− α)(Ih~xt · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )h
− (|~xhρ |2 [α Ih~xt + (1− α)(Ih~xt · ~νh)~νh] , (1− ρ)∇F (~xh0 ) )
≤ C h
J∑
j=1
∣∣Ihj (~xt)∣∣1,σj ∣∣|~xhρ |2(1− ρ) [∇F (~xh0 ) + (∇F (~xh0 ) · ~νh)~νh]∣∣0,σj ≤ C h |~xt|1 |1− ρ|0 ≤ C h.(3.47)
Combining (3.34) with (3.35)–(3.47), we have
|b(0, t)− bh(0, t)| ≤ C
[
h+ | ~E|0,∞ + | ~Et|0 + |Z|0 + | ~E|1
]
.
We remark that the above bound does not depend on ρ and so also holds for ρ = 1 and hence we have
|b(0, t)− bh(0, t)|+ |b(1, t)− bh(1, t)| ≤ C
[
h+ | ~E|0,∞ + | ~Et|0 + |Z|0 + | ~E|1
]
.(3.48)
Combining (3.48) with Sobolev embeddings, (2.10) and (3.29c), noting (3.27), we have
I3,2 =
[
(b(ρ, t)− bh(ρ, t))(~xt · (∇F (~x)−∇F (~xh)))
]1
0
≤ C| ~E|0,∞
[
h+ | ~E|0,∞ + | ~Et|0 + |Z|0 + | ~E|1
]
.(3.49)
Hence, combining (3.28) with (3.31) and (3.49), we have
I3 ≤ 1
2
d
dt
[
(~xρ · ∇F (~x)) ~ETD2F (~x) ~E
]1
0
+
m2α
24
| ~Et|20 + C
[
h2 + | ~E|20,∞ + |Z|20 + | ~E|21 + h−1 | ~E|40,∞
]
.(3.50)
Combining (3.18), (3.22), (3.26) and (3.50), we have
1
2
d
dt
| ~E|21 +
m2α
8
| ~Et|20 ≤
1
2
d
dt
[
(~xρ · ∇F (~x)) ~ETD2F (~x) ~E
]1
0
+ C
[
h2 + | ~E|20,∞ + |Z|20 + | ~E|21 + h−1 | ~E|40,∞
]
.(3.51)
Multiplying (3.51) by e−γs , for γ ≥ 1, and integrating with respect to s ∈ (0, t) with t ≤ T ?h , and noting
| ~E(·, 0)| = 0, we have
1
2
e−γt | ~E|21 +
γ
2
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~E|21 ds+
m2α
8
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~Et|20 ds
≤ 1
2
e−γt
[
(~xρ · ∇F (~x)) ~ETD2F (~x) ~E
]1
0
+
γ
2
∫ t
0
e−γs
[
(~xρ · ∇F (~x)) ~ETD2F (~x) ~E
]1
0
ds
+ C
∫ t
0
e−γs
[
h2 + | ~E|20,∞ + |Z|20 + | ~E|21 + h−1 | ~E|40,∞
]
ds
=: I4 + C
∫ t
0
e−γs
[
h2 + | ~E|20,∞ + |Z|20 + | ~E|21 + h−1 | ~E|40,∞
]
ds.(3.52)
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Using (2.8), Sobolev embeddings, (2.10) and the inequality
|η|20,∞ ≤ C|η|0‖η‖1 ≤ ε |η|21 + C(ε)|η|20, for η ∈ H1(I),(3.53)
we see that
I4 =
1
2
e−γt
[
(~xρ · ∇F (~x)) ~ETD2F (~x) ~E
]1
0
+
γ
2
∫ t
0
e−γs
[
(~xρ · ∇F (~x)) ~ETD2F (~x) ~E
]1
0
ds
≤ e−γt |~x|1,∞|D2F (~x)|0,∞| ~E|20,∞ + γ
∫ t
0
e−γs |~x|1,∞|D2F (~x)|0,∞| ~E|20,∞ ds
≤ 1
4
e−γt | ~E|21 + Ce−γt | ~E|20 +
∫ t
0
e−γs
[γ
4
| ~E|21 + Cγ| ~E|20
]
ds.(3.54)
Substituting (3.54) into (3.52) and using (3.53), gives
1
4
e−γt | ~E|21 +
γ
4
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~E|21 ds+
m2α
8
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~Et|20 ds
≤ Ce−γt | ~E|20 +
Cγ
2
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~E|20 ds+ C
∫ t
0
e−γs
[
h2 + |Z|20 + | ~E|21 + h−1 | ~E|40,∞
]
ds.(3.55)
Since | ~E(·, 0)| = 0, we have
e−γt | ~E(·, t)|20 =
∫ t
0
d
ds
(
e−γs | ~E|20
)
ds
≤ −γ
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~E|20 ds+ 2
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~E|0 | ~Et|0 ds ≤ −γ
2
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~E|20 ds+
2
γ
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~Et|20 ds,
and hence there exists C2 ∈ R>0 such that first two terms on the right hand side of (3.55) can be bounded
as follows
Ce−γt | ~E|20 +
Cγ
2
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~E|20 ds ≤
2C2
γ
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~Et|20 ds.(3.56)
Combining (3.55) and (3.56), with γ chosen large enough such that γ ≥ max{1, 32C2m2α }, yields the desired
result. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2: In the proof of this lemma we follow the techniques used in [1]. We first note that
from (3.4) and (3.1), for h ∈ (0, h?] and t ∈ [0, T ?h ), we have
| ~E(·, t)|21 + |Z(·, t)|20 ≤ 2C1h2eγT ≤ 2C1(h?)
1
2h
3
2 eγ T ≤ h 32 .(3.57)
Setting η = Z in (2.3), subtracting the resulting equation from (2.22) with ηh = Z, and noting (3.16), gives(
(|~xρ|w)t , Z
)− ((|~xhρ |wh)t , Z)h + ( 1|~xhρ |Zρ, Zρ
)
+ (ψw,Zρ)−
(
ψh wh, Zhρ
)h
=
(
wρ
[
1
|~xhρ |
− 1|~xρ|
]
, Zρ
)
+ (|~xρ| g(v, w), Z)−
(|~xhρ | g(vh, wh), Z)h .
Since ((|~xhρ | Ihw)t , Z)h − ((|~xhρ |wh)t , Z)h = 12 ddt (|~xhρ |Z,Z)h + 12 (|~xhρ |t Z,Z)h ,
we have
1
2
d
dt
(|~xhρ |Z,Z)h + ( 1|~xhρ |Zρ, Zρ
)
= −1
2
(|~xhρ |t Z,Z)h + [((|~xhρ | Ihw)t , Z)h − ((|~xρ|w)t , Z)]+ (wρ [ 1|~xhρ | − 1|~xρ|
]
, Zρ
)
+
[(
ψh wh, Zρ
)h − (ψw,Zρ)]+ [(|~xρ| g(v, w), Z)− (|~xhρ | g(vh, wh), Z)h] =: 5∑
i=1
Ti.(3.58)
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Using (3.2), the left hand side of (3.58) is bounded below by
1
2
d
dt
(|~xhρ |Z,Z)h + ( 1|~xhρ |Zρ, Zρ
)
≥ 1
2
d
dt
(|~xhρ |Z,Z)h + 12M |Z|21.(3.59)
Now we bound Ti, i = 1, . . . , 5, by starting with T1. Noting that |~xhρ |t = ~xhρ,t · ~τh we have
T1 = −1
2
(|~xhρ |t Z,Z)h = 12 ((~xhρ,t · (~τ − ~τh))Z,Z)− 12 ((~xhρ,t · ~τ)Z,Z)
+
1
2
[(
(~xhρ,t · ~τh)Z,Z
)− ((~xhρ,t · ~τh)Z,Z)h] =: 3∑
i=1
T1,i.(3.60)
Using (3.9), (3.13), (3.57) and (3.53) gives
T1,1 =
1
2
(
(~xhρ,t · (~τ − ~τh))Z,Z
) ≤ 1
2
|Z|20,∞|~xht |1|~τ − ~τh|0 ≤ C|Z|20,∞
[
1 + h−1| ~Et|0
] [
h+ | ~E|1
]
≤ Ch 34 |Z|20,∞ + Ch
1
2 ‖Z‖1| ~Et|0.(3.61)
Using integration by parts with (2.10) and (3.9), noting Z ∈ V h0 , yields
T1,2 = −1
2
(
(~xhρ,t · ~τ)Z,Z
)
=
1
2
(
(~xht · ~τρ)Z,Z
)
+
(
(~xht · ~τ)Z,Zρ
)
≤ C|~xht |0(|~τ |1|Z|20,∞ + |Z|0,∞|Z|1) ≤ C
[
1 + | ~Et|0
]
(|Z|20,∞ + |Z|0,∞|Z|1),(3.62)
while (2.19b) and (3.9) yield
2T1,3 =
(
(~xhρ,t · ~τh)Z,Z
)− ((~xhρ,t · ~τh)Z,Z)h
≤ C h
J∑
j=1
|Z|1,σj |(~xhρ,t · ~τh)Z|0,σj ≤ C h |Z|0,∞|~xht |1|Z|1 ≤ C|Z|0,∞
[
h+ | ~Et|0
]
|Z|1.(3.63)
Thus, noting that (2.10) and (3.3) imply that |Z|0,∞ ≤ C, combining (3.60) with (3.61)–(3.63), and using
(3.53), we have
|T1| ≤ 1
8M
|Z|21 + εh‖Z‖21 + C
[
h2 + |Z|20,∞ + | ~Et|20
]
≤ 1
16M
|Z|21 + C
[
h2 + | ~Et|20 + |Z|20
]
.(3.64)
Noting |~xρ| = ~xρ ·~τ and |~xhρ | = ~xhρ ·~τh, in addition to ~xhρ · (~τh−~τ) = 12 |~xhρ | |~τ −~τh|2 and ~τh ·~τht = 0, we have(
w
(|~xhρ | − |~xρ|)t , Z) = (w ((~xhρ − ~xρ) · ~τ)t, Z)+ (w (~xhρ · (~τh − ~τ))t, Z)
=
(
w ((~xhρ − ~xρ) · ~τ)t, Z
)
+
1
2
(
w
(|~xhρ | |~τ − ~τh|2)t , Z)
=
(
w ((~xhρ − ~xρ) · ~τ)t, Z
)
+
1
2
(
w|~xhρ |t |~τ − ~τh|2, Z
)
+
1
2
(
w |~xhρ |(|~τ − ~τh|2)t, Z
)
=
(
w ((~xhρ − ~xρ) · ~τ)t, Z
)
+
1
2
(
w |~xhρ |t |~τ − ~τh|2, Z
)
+
(
w |~xhρ | (~τ − ~τh) · (~τt − ~τht ), Z
)
=
(
w ((~xhρ − ~xρ) · ~τ)t, Z
)
+
1
2
(
w |~xhρ |t |~τ − ~τh|2, Z
)
+
(
w |~xhρ | (~τ − ~τh) · ~τt, Z
)
− (w |~xhρ |~τ · ~τht , Z)
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and hence
T2 =
((|~xhρ | Ihw)t , Z)h − ((|~xρ|w)t , Z)
=
(
wt
[|~xhρ | − |~xρ|] , Z)+ (w (|~xhρ | − |~xρ|)t , Z)+ [(|~xhρ | (Ih − I)wt, Z)+ (|~xhρ |t (Ih − I)w,Z)]
+
[((|~xhρ | Ihw)t , Z)h − ((|~xhρ | Ihw)t , Z)]
=
(
wt
[|~xhρ | − |~xρ|] , Z)+ (w ((~xhρ − ~xρ) · ~τ)t, Z)+ 12 (w |~xhρ |t |~τ − ~τh|2, Z)+ (w |~xhρ | (~τ − ~τh) · ~τt, Z)
− (w |~xhρ |~τ · ~τht , Z)+ [(|~xhρ | (Ih − I)wt, Z)+ (|~xhρ |t (Ih − I)w,Z)]
+
[((|~xhρ | Ihw)t , Z)h − ((|~xhρ | Ihw)t , Z)] =: 7∑
i=1
T2,i.(3.65)
Using Sobolev embeddings, (2.10) and (3.7), we see that
T2,1 =
(
wt
[|~xhρ | − |~xρ|] , Z) ≤ |wt|0,∞|~x− ~xh|1|Z|0 ≤ C [h+ | ~E|1] |Z|0.(3.66)
Applying integration by parts, (2.10), Sobolev embeddings, (3.8), (3.7) and noting that Z ∈ V h0 , we have
that
T2,2 =
(
w ((~xhρ − ~xρ) · ~τ)t, Z
)
=
(
(~x− ~xh)t · (~τ w)ρ, Z
)
+
(
w ((~x− ~xh)t · ~τ), Zρ
)
+
(
w (~xhρ − ~xρ) · ~τt, Z
)
≤ |(~x− ~xh)t|0 [ |~τw|1 |Z|0,∞ + |w|0,∞ |Z|1] + |w|0,∞ |~x− ~xh|1 |~τt|0 |Z|0,∞
≤ C
[
h+ | ~Et|0 + | ~E|1
]
[|Z|0,∞ + |Z|1] .(3.67)
From (2.5), (3.13), (2.15), (2.12), (3.9), and (3.57), we have that
T2,3 =
1
2
(
w |~xhρ |t |~τ − ~τh|2, Z
)
≤ 1
2
|w|0,∞ |~τ − ~τh|0,∞ |~xht |1 |~τ − ~τh|0 |Z|0,∞
≤ C
[
h
1
2 + h−
1
2 | ~E|1
] [
1 + h−1| ~Et|0
] [
h+ | ~E|1
]
|Z|0,∞ ≤ C
[
h+ | ~Et|0
]
|Z|0,∞.(3.68)
Using (3.2), Sobolev embeddings, (2.10) and (3.13), gives
T2,4 =
(
w |~xhρ | (~τ − ~τh) · ~τt, Z
) ≤ C |w|0,∞ |~τt|0 |~τ − ~τh|0 |Z|0,∞ ≤ C [h+ | ~E|1] |Z|0,∞.(3.69)
Setting Ph := I − ~τh ⊗ ~τh, where ⊗ represents the outer product, and noting that |~xhρ |~τht = Ph~xhρ,t, we have
T2,5 = −
(
w |~xhρ |~τ · ~τht , Z
)
= − (wPh~xhρ,t · ~τ , Z) = (wPh ~Eρ,t · ~τ , Z)− (wPhIh~xρ,t · ~τ , Z) =: T2,5,1 + T2,5,2.(3.70)
Since Ph is constant on each sub-interval σj and Z ∈ V h0 , using integration by parts over the sub-intervals
yields
T2,5,1 =
(
wPh ~Eρ,t · ~τ , Z
)
=
J∑
j=1
∫
σj
wPh ~Eρ,t · ~τ Z dρ
=
J∑
j=1
[
wPh ~Et · ~τ Z
]ρj
ρj−1
−
J∑
j=1
∫
σj
Ph ~Et · (w~τ Z)ρ dρ
= −
J−1∑
j=1
[
(Ph|σj+1 − P
h
|σj )
~Et(ρj , t) · (w(ρj , t)~τ(ρj , t)Z(ρj , t))
]
−
(
Ph ~Et · (w~τ)ρ, Z
)
−
(
wPh ~Et · ~τ , Zρ
)
.(3.71)
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To bound the first term in (3.71) we first note that
Ph|σj+1 − P
h
|σj = ~τ
h
|σj+1 ⊗ (~τ
h
|σj − ~τ
h
|σj+1 ) + (~τ
h
|σj − ~τ
h
|σj+1 )⊗ ~τ
h
|σj ,
and
~τh|σj+1 − ~τ
h
|σj =
1
|(~xhρ)|σj+1 |
(
(~xhρ)|σj+1 − (~xhρ)|σj
)
+
~τh|σj
|(~xhρ)|σj+1 |
(
|(~xhρ)|σj | − |(~xhρ)|σj+1 |
)
.
For any ~χ ∈ R2, we set ~ξh = φj~χ, j = 1, · · · , J − 1, in (2.21) to obtain[
(~xhρ)|σj+1 − (~xhρ)|σj
]
· ~χ = −
(
hj+1 |(~xhρ)|σj+1 |2 (~νh|σj+1 · ~χ) + hj |(~x
h
ρ)|σj |2 (~νh|σj · ~χ)
)
f(wh(ρj , t))
+ α
(
hj+1 |(~xhρ)|σj+1 |2 + hj |(~xhρ)|σj |2
)
(~xht (ρj , t) · ~χ)
+ (1− α)hj+1 |(~xhρ)|σj+1 |2 (~xht (ρj , t) · ~νh|σj+1 ) (~ν
h
|σj+1 · ~χ)
+ (1− α)hj |(~xhρ)|σj |2 (~xht (ρj , t) · ~νh|σj ) (~ν
h
|σj · ~χ)
Combining the three equations above and using (3.2), (2.6), (3.3) and (2.10), we have
|Ph|σj+1 − P
h
|σj | ≤ C |(~x
h
ρ)|σj+1 − (~xhρ)|σj | ≤ C h
[|f(wh)|0,∞ + |~xht (ρj , t)|] ≤ C h [1 + | ~Et(ρj , t)|] .(3.72)
Hence, using (3.72), (2.12), (2.5), (2.15), and (3.57), we have
J−1∑
j=1
(Ph|σj+1 − P
h
|σj )
~Et(ρj , t) · (w(ρj , t)~τ(ρj , t)Z(ρj , t))
≤ C h
J−1∑
j=1
[
1 + | ~Et(ρj , t)|
]
| ~Et(ρj , t)| |w(ρj , t)| |Z(ρj , t)|
≤ C
[
| ~Et|0 + | ~Et|20
]
|Z|0,∞ ≤ C | ~Et|0 |Z|0,∞ + C h− 12 | ~Et|20 |Z|0 ≤ C | ~Et|0 |Z|0,∞ + C | ~Et|20.(3.73)
From (3.73), (3.2), (2.10) and Sobolev embeddings, we have
T2,5,1 = −
J−1∑
j=1
(Ph|σj+1 − Ph|σj ) ~Et(ρj , t) · (w(ρj , t)~τ(ρj , t)Z(ρj , t))−
(
Ph ~Et · (w~τ)ρ, Z
)
−
(
wPh ~Et · ~τ , Zρ
)
≤ C | ~Et|0 |Z|0,∞ + C | ~Et|20 + |Ph|0,∞ |w~τ |1 | ~Et|0 |Z|0,∞ + |Ph|0,∞ |w|0,∞ | ~Et|0 |Z|1
≤ C | ~Et|0 |Z|0,∞ + C | ~Et|20 + C | ~Et|0 |Z|1.
(3.74)
Since Ph is symmetric and Ph~τ = ~τ − ~τh + 12 |~τ − ~τh|2~τh, using Sobolev embeddings, (2.19a), (2.10), (3.13)
and the fact that |~τ − ~τh| ≤ |~τ |+ |~τh| ≤ 2, we have
T2,5,2 = −
(
wPhIh~xρ,t · ~τ , Z
)
= − (wPh~τ · Ih~xρ,t, Z)
=
(
w (~τh − ~τ) · Ih~xρ,t, Z
)− 1
2
(
w |~τ − ~τh|2(~τh · Ih~xρ,t), Z
)
≤ 2 |w|0,∞ |~τ − ~τh|0 |Ih~xt|1 |Z|0,∞ ≤ C
[
h+ | ~E|1
]
|Z|0,∞.(3.75)
Thus, combining (3.65)–(3.75), we have
T2,5 ≤ C
[
h+ | ~Et|0 + | ~E|1
]
[|Z|0,∞ + |Z|0 + |Z|1] + C | ~Et|20.(3.76)
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Using (3.2), (2.16), Sobolev embeddings, (2.10) and (3.9), we see that
T2,6 =
(|~xhρ |(Ih − I)wt, Z)+ (|~xhρ |t(Ih − I)w,Z)
≤ C |(I − Ih)wt|0 |Z|0 + |(I − Ih)w|0,∞ |(~xhρ,t · ~τh)|0 |Z|0
≤ C h |wt|1 |Z|0 + C h |w|2 |~xht |1 |Z|0 ≤ C
[
h+ | ~Et|0
]
|Z|0.(3.77)
From (2.19a,b), Sobolev embeddings, (2.10), (3.2) and (3.9), we obtain
T2,7 =
((|~xhρ | Ihw)t , Z)h − ((|~xhρ | Ihw)t , Z)
≤ C h
J∑
j=1
|Z|1,σj
∣∣∣(|~xhρ | Ihw)t∣∣∣0,σj ≤ C h [|Ihw|0,∞ |~xht |1 + |Ihwt|0] |Z|1 ≤ C
[
h+ | ~Et|0
]
|Z|1.(3.78)
Combining (3.65) with (3.66)–(3.69) and (3.76)–(3.78), we have
|T2| ≤ 1
8M
|Z|21 + C
[
h2 + |Z|20,∞ + | ~Et|20 + |Z|20 + | ~E|21
]
.
and hence, using (3.53), we have
|T2| ≤ 1
16M
|Z|21 + C
[
h2 + | ~Et|20 + |Z|20 + | ~E|21
]
.(3.79)
From Sobolev embeddings, (2.10) and (3.12), we gain
T3 =
(
wρ
[
1
|~xhρ |
− 1|~xρ|
]
, Zρ
)
≤ |w|1,∞
∣∣∣∣ 1|~xρ| − 1|~xhρ |
∣∣∣∣
0
|Z|1 ≤ C
[
h+ | ~E|1
]
|Z|1 ≤ 1
16M
|Z|21 + C
[
h2 + | ~E|21
]
.(3.80)
We now bound T4.
T4 =
(
ψh wh, Zρ
)h − (ψw,Zρ)
=
([
ψh − Ihψ]wh + Ihψ [wh − Ihw] , Zρ)h + [(Ihψ Ihw,Zρ)h − (Ihψ Ihw,Zρ)
+
(
(Ih − I)ψ Ihw,Zρ
)
+
(
ψ (Ih − I)w,Zρ
)]
=: T4,1 + T4,2.(3.81)
From (3.3), Sobolev embeddings, (2.19a), (2.10), (2.16) and (3.14), we have
T4,1 =
([
ψh − Ihψ]wh + Ihψ [wh − Ihw] , Zρ)h
≤ max{|wh|0,∞, |Ihψ|0,∞}
[‖(I − Ih)ψ‖h + ‖ψ − ψh‖h + ‖Z‖h] ‖Zρ‖h
≤ C
[
h+ | ~Et|0 + |Z|0 + | ~E|1
]
|Z|1,(3.82)
while using Sobolev embeddings together with (2.19a,b), (2.10) and (2.16) gives
T4,2 =
(
Ihψ Ihw,Zρ
)h − (Ihψ Ihw,Zρ)+ ((Ih − I)ψ Ihw,Zρ)+ (ψ (Ih − I)w,Zρ)
≤ C h
J∑
j=1
|Ihj (ψ)Ihj (w)|1,σj |Zρ|0,σj + max{|Ihw|0,∞, |ψ|0,∞}
[|(I − Ih)ψ|0 + |(I − Ih)w|0] |Z|1
≤ C h [|Ihψ Ihw|1 + |ψ|1 |w|1] |Z|1 ≤ C h |Z|1.(3.83)
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Combining (3.81)–(3.83), we have
|T4| ≤ 1
16M
|Z|21 + C
[
h2 + | ~Et|20 + |Z|20 + | ~E|21
]
.(3.84)
By using the continuity of g, we bound T5 in the following way
T5 = (|~xρ| g(v, w), Z)−
(|~xhρ | g(vh, wh), Z)h
=
([|~xρ| − |~xhρ |] g(v, w), Z)+ [(|~xhρ |(I − Ih)g(v, w), Z)+ (|~xhρ |Ihg(v, w), Z)− (|~xhρ |Ihg(v, w), Z)h]
+
(|~xhρ | ([g(Ihv, Ihw)− g(Ihv, wh)]+ [g(Ihv, wh)− g(vh, wh)]) , Z)h =: 3∑
i=1
T5,i.(3.85)
Using (2.4), (2.5), (2.7) and (3.7), gives
T5,1 =
([|~xρ| − |~xhρ |] g(v, w), Z) ≤ |g(v, w)|0,∞ |~x− ~xh|1 |Z|0 ≤ C [h+ | ~E|1] |Z|0.(3.86)
From (3.2), (2.19a,b), (2.16), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7), we have
T5,2 =
(|~xhρ |(I − Ih)g(v, w), Z)+ (|~xhρ |Ihg(v, w), Z)− (|~xhρ |Ihg(v, w), Z)h
≤ C h |g(v, w)|1|Z|0 + C h
J∑
j=1
∣∣Ihj (g(v, w))∣∣1,σj ∣∣|~xhρ |Z∣∣0,σj
≤ C h |g(v, w)|1|Z|0 ≤ C h |g′(v, w)|0,∞ [|v|1 + |w|1] |Z|0 ≤ C h |Z|0.(3.87)
Using (3.2), (2.7), (2.4), (3.3), (2.19a), (2.16), (2.10) and (3.14), we have
T5,3 =
(|~xhρ | ([g(Ihv, Ihw)− g(Ihv, wh)]+ [g(Ihv, wh)− g(vh, wh)]) , Z)h
≤ C [‖Z‖h + ‖Ihv − vh‖h] ‖Z‖h ≤ C [h+ | ~Et|0 + |Z|0 + | ~E|1] |Z|0.(3.88)
Thus, combining (3.85)–(3.88), yields
|T5| ≤ C
[
h2 + | ~Et|20 + |Z|20 + | ~E|21
]
.(3.89)
We now combine (3.58), (3.59), (3.64), (3.79), (3.80), (3.84) and (3.89) to obtain
1
2
d
dt
(|~xhρ |Z,Z)h + 14M |Z|21 ≤ C [h2 + | ~Et|20 + |Z|20 + | ~E|21] .(3.90)
Multiplying (3.90) by e−γs , for γ ≥ 1, integrating with respect to s ∈ (0, t), with t ≤ T ?h , and noting
|Z(·, 0)| = 0, we have
1
2
e−γt
(|~xhρ |Z,Z)h + γ2
∫ t
0
e−γs
(|~xhρ |Z,Z)h ds+ 14M
∫ t
0
e−γs |Z|21 ds
≤ C3
∫ t
0
e−γs
[
h2 + | ~Et|20 + |Z|20 + | ~E|21
]
ds.(3.91)
From (3.2) and (2.19a), we have
1
2
e−γt
(|~xhρ |Z,Z)h + γ2
∫ t
0
e−γs
(|~xhρ |Z,Z)h ds ≥ m4 e−γt |Z|20 + γ m4
∫ t
0
e−γs |Z|20 ds,
which together with (3.91) yields the desired result. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1: Multiplying (3.6) by ω, where ω ∈ R>0 is chosen such that C3ω ≤ m2α32 , and
adding the resulting inequality to (3.5), for t ∈ [0, T ?h ), we have
1
4
e−γt | ~E|21 +
mω
4
e−γt |Z|20 +
m2α
32
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~Et|20 ds+
ω
4M
∫ t
0
e−γs |Z|21 ds
≤ C(1 + ω)
∫ t
0
e−γs
[
h2 + | ~E|21 + |Z|20 + h−1| ~E|40,∞
]
ds.
An application of Gronwall’s lemma then gives
sup
s∈[0,T?h ]
e−γs
[
1
4
| ~E|21 +
mω
4
|Z|20
]
+
m2α
32
∫ T?h
0
e−γs | ~Et|20 ds+
ω
4M
∫ T?h
0
e−γs |Z|21 ds
≤ Cω,γ
∫ T?h
0
e−γs
[
h2 + h−1| ~E|40,∞
]
ds
where Cω,γ depends on ω, γ and T , but not T
?
h . Dividing by C˜ = min{ 14 , mω4 , m
2α
32 ,
ω
4M }, we obtain
sup
s∈[0,T?h ]
e−γs
[
| ~E|21 + |Z|20
]
+
∫ T?h
0
e−γs
(
| ~Et|20 + |Z|21
)
ds ≤ C1h2 + Ch−1
∫ T?h
0
e−γs | ~E|40,∞ ds.(3.92)
Using (3.53), (3.56) and (3.4), for t ∈ [0, T ?h ), we have
e−γt | ~E(·, t)|20,∞ ≤ e−γt | ~E(·, t)|21 + Ce−γt | ~E(·, t)|20 ≤ CC1h2,
and hence, for t ∈ [0, T ?h ), we have
Ch−1
∫ t
0
e−γs | ~E|40,∞ ds ≤ Ch−1eγT
∫ t
0
(
e−γs | ~E|20,∞
)2
ds ≤ C(C1)2TeγTh3
which, together with (3.92), and on noting (3.1), yields
sup
s∈[0,T?h ]
e−γs
[
| ~E|21 + |Z|20
]
+
∫ T?h
0
e−γs
(
| ~Et|20 + |Z|21
)
ds
≤ C1h2 + C(C1)2TeγTh3 ≤ C1h2 + CC1T (h?) 12h2 ≤ C1h2 + 1
2
C1h
2 ≤ 3
2
C1h
2,(3.93)
provided h? is chosen small enough. We now follow the argument in [4] to show that T ?h = T . If it were not
the case that T ?h = T we would have T
?
h < T , and using (2.9), (2.17), (2.15), (2.12), (2.10), (3.93) and (3.1),
for ρ ∈ [0, 1], we would have
|~xhρ(ρ, T ?h )| ≤ |~xρ(ρ, T ?h )|+ |~xρ(ρ, T ?h )− ~xhρ(ρ, T ?h )|
≤M + |(I − Ih)~x(ρ, T ?h )|1,∞ + | ~E|1,∞
≤M + C h 12 |~x|2 + C h− 12 | ~E|1 ≤M + C h 12
[
|~x|2 + e
γ
2 T
]
≤M + Cβ ≤ 3
2
M,
provided that β is chosen small enough, and similarly
|~xhρ(ρ, T ?h )| ≥ |~xρ(ρ, T ?h )| − |~xρ(ρ, T ?h )− ~xhρ(ρ, T ?h )| ≥
3m
4
.
Using (2.17), (2.12), (2.5), (3.93), (3.1) and Sobolev embeddings, we would also gain
|wh(·, T ?h )|0,∞ ≤ |Ihw(·, T ?h )|0,∞ + |Ihw(·, T ?h )− wh(·, T ?h )|0,∞
≤ |Ihw(·, T ?h )|0,∞ + Ch−
1
2 |Z(·, T ?h )|0
≤ ‖w‖C([0,T ];L∞(I)) + Ch 12 e
γ
2 T
≤ (Cw + Cβ)‖w‖C([0,T ];H1(I)) ≤ 3
2
Cw‖w‖C([0,T ];H1(I)),
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provided that β is chosen small enough. Thus we could then extend the discrete solution to an interval
[0, T ?h + δ] for some δ > 0 with
m
2
≤ |~xhρ | ≤ 2M in [0, 1]× [0, T ?h + δ]
‖wh‖C([0,T?h+δ];L∞(I)) ≤ 2Cw‖w‖C([0,T ];H1(I))
sup
s∈[0,T?h+δ]
e−γs
[
| ~E|21 + |Z|20
]
+
∫ T?h+δ
0
e−γs
[
| ~Et|20 + |Z|21
]
ds < 2C1h
2
which contradicts the definition of T ?h . Therefore T
?
h = T and from (3.93), (2.16), (2.4) and (2.5) we obtain
the desired result. 
4. Numerical results. We investigate the experimental order of convergence (eoc) of a fully discrete
finite element approximation of (2.21) and (2.22) and then we conclude with two simulations of diffusion
induced grain boundary motion.
Let 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN−1 < tN = T be a uniform partition of [0, T ], with ∆tN = T . We denote
~Xn ∈ [V h]2 to be the fully discrete finite element approximation of ~x(·, tn), and denote Wn ∈ V h to be
the fully discrete finite element approximation of w(·, tn). We set ~X0(·) := Ih~x 0(·) and W 0(·) = Ihw0(·) in
[0, 1], such that ~x 0 and w0 satisfy their respective boundary conditions (1.3)–(1.4) and (1.5), and we define
the discrete time derivative to be
Dta
n :=
an − an−1
∆tn
.
On each σj , j = 1, . . . , J , we assign to each element ~X
n ∈ [V h]2 a piecewise constant discrete unit tangent
and normal, denoted by ~T n and ~Vn, approximating ~τ(·, tn) and ~ν(·, tn) respectively, and a piecewise linear
tangential and normal velocity, denoted by Ψn and V n, approximating ψ(·, tn) and v(·, tn) respectively,
which take the form
~T n :=
~Xnρ
| ~Xnρ |
, ~Vn := (~T n)⊥, Ψn := Dt ~Xn · ~T n, V n := Dt ~Xn · ~Vn, on σj , j = 1, . . . , J.
The fully discrete finite element form of (2.21) takes the form: given ~Xn−1 ∈ [V h]2 and Wn−1 − wb ∈ V h0 ,
find ~Xn ∈ [V h]2 such that(
| ~Xn−1ρ |2
[
αDt ~X
n + (1− α)
(
Dt ~X
n · ~Vn−1
)
~Vn−1
]
, ~ξh
)h
+
(
~Xnρ ,
~ξhρ
)
=
[(
~Xnρ · ∇F ( ~Xn−1)
)(
~ξh · ∇F ( ~Xn−1)
)]1
0
+
(
| ~Xn−1ρ |2f(Wn−1) ~Vn−1, ~ξh
)h
∀ ~ξh ∈ [V h]2(4.1)
with the additional boundary constraint
Dt ~X
n(ρ) · ∇F ( ~Xn−1(ρ)) = 0 for ρ ∈ {0, 1}.(4.2)
The fully discrete finite element approximation of (2.22) takes the form: given ~Xn−1, ~Xn ∈ [V h]2 and
Wn−1 − wb ∈ V h0 , find Wn − wb ∈ V h0 such that(
Dt
[
| ~Xnρ |Wn
]
, ηh
)h
+
(
Wnρ
| ~Xnρ |
, ηhρ
)
+
(
ΨnWn, ηhρ
)h
=
(
| ~Xnρ | g(V n,Wn−1), ηh
)h
∀ ηh ∈ V h0 .(4.3)
Setting α = 1 in (4.1)–(4.2) yields the discretisation is presented in [5], while neglecting the boundary
condition, (4.2), yields the discretisation presented in [1] for the closed curve configuration. For all our
computations we use a uniform mesh with hJ = 1.
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4.1. Estimated order of convergence. We monitor the following error estimates
E1 := sup
n=0,...,N
| ~En|21, E2 :=
N∑
n=1
∆t |Dt ~En|20, E3 := sup
n=0,...,N
|Zn|20, E4 :=
n∑
n=1
∆t |Zn|21
where ~En := Ih~xn− ~Xn and Zn := Ihwn−Wn, and quantify them using the estimated order of convergence
(eoc)
eoci,j :=
ln(Ei,j+1)− ln(Ei,j)
ln(hj+1)− ln(hj) , i = 1, . . . , 4, j = 1, · · · , 5
where i corresponds to the error Ei, j corresponds to the relative mesh size hj and Ei,j corresponds to the
error Ei at mesh level j.
Example 1
Considering Ω := R × R+ and taking Γ(0) to be a semi-circle with radius one centred around the origin as
well as wb = 0, we see that the solution to (1.1)–(1.5), for (ρ, t) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 0.4], is
~x(ρ, t) =
√
1− t (cos(piρ), sin(piρ))T , w(ρ, t) = (1− t) sin(piρ)
with the data
f(w) = − w
2
2(1− t) 52 −
cos2(piρ)
2
√
1− t , g(v, w) = −
w
2(1− t) .
In Tables 4.1 and 4.2 we demonstrate the experimental convergence for ∆t = h2 with α = 1 and α = 0.1
respectively and in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 we demonstrate the experimental convergence for ∆t = 0.4h with
α = 1 and α = 0.1 respectively. These eoc results we observe in Tables 4.1–4.4 are consistent with the eoc
results presented in [1], in particular we see first order convergence for Ei, i = 1, . . . , 4 with ∆t = 0.4h, and
second order convergence for Ei, i = 1, . . . , 4 with ∆t = h2. We also observe that for ∆t = h2, there is a
sizeable reduction in the magnitudes of E1 and E2 when α is reduced from α = 1 to α = 0.1. We highlight
here the different parameters J and N used for Tables 4.1 and 4.2 compared to Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
J N E1 × e−4 eoc1 E2 × e−5 eoc2 E3 × e−5 eoc3 E4 × e−5 eoc4
10 80 44.54 - 147.0 - 1.123 - 5.522 -
20 320 5.587 3.55 13.34 3.46 0.06858 4.03 0.3491 3.98
40 1280 0.3812 3.88 0.9244 3.85 0.004296 4.00 0.02186 4.00
80 5120 0.02436 3.97 0.05933 3.96 0.0002686 4.00 0.001367 4.00
160 20480 0.00153 3.99 0.003733 3.99 0.00001679 4.00 0.00008549 4.00
Table 4.1: α = 1, ∆t = h2.
J N E1 × e−4 eoc1 E2 × e−5 eoc2 E3 × e−5 eoc3 E4 × e−4 eoc4
10 80 2.904 - 8.342 - 2.415 - 1.189 -
20 320 0.1855 3.97 0.6048 3.79 0.1519 4.00 0.07460 3.99
40 1280 0.01166 3.99 0.03941 3.94 0.009504 4.00 0.004667 4.00
80 5120 0.0007296 4.00 0.002490 3.98 0.0005942 4.00 0.0002918 4.00
160 20480 0.00004562 4.00 0.0001560 4.00 0.00003714 4.00 0.00001824 4.00
Table 4.2: α = 0.1, ∆t = h2.
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J N E1 × e−3 eoc1 E2 × e−3 eoc2 E3 × e−6 eoc3 E4 × e−7 eoc4
40 80 7.651 - 2.111 - 1.608 - 9.976 -
80 160 2.325 1.72 0.6703 1.66 0.3149 2.35 1.976 2.34
160 320 0.6454 1.85 0.1909 1.81 0.06636 2.25 0.4782 2.05
320 640 0.1704 1.92 0.05110 1.90 0.01494 2.15 0.1211 1.98
640 1280 0.04379 1.96 0.01323 1.95 0.003523 2.08 0.03073 1.98
Table 4.3: α = 1, ∆t = 0.4h.
J N E1 × e−3 eoc1 E2 × e−3 eoc2 E3 × e−6 eoc3 E4 × e−7 eoc4
40 80 6.874 - 1.931 - 1.591 - 10.41 -
80 160 2.205 1.64 0.6407 1.59 0.3148 2.34 1.856 2.49
160 320 0.6285 1.81 0.1866 1.78 0.06678 2.24 0.4542 2.03
320 640 0.1681 1.90 0.05053 1.88 0.01509 2.15 0.1182 1.94
640 1280 0.04351 1.95 0.01316 1.94 0.003563 2.08 0.03052 1.95
Table 4.4: α = 0.1, ∆t = 0.4h.
4.2. Numerical simulations of diffusion induced grain boundary motion. We conclude the
numerical results with two simulations of diffusion induced grain boundary motion (DIGM).
Example 2
The set-up we consider here is similar to that considered in [6]. Indeed the evolution law for the parametric
system derived in [6] can be obtained from (1.1) by setting α = 1 and F (~p) = |~p0| − 1, for some ~p ∈ R2, and
considering a slightly different formulation of the reaction-diffusion equation (1.2). Setting T = 2.5 and
~x 0(ρ) = (2ρ− 1, 0)T , w0(ρ) = 0, f(w) = w2, g(v, w) = vw, ρ ∈ [0, 1]
with the boundary data
F (~p) = |~p0| − 1, wb = 1,
yields the results displayed in Figure 4.1 in which a travelling wave solution is reached, the left hand plot
shows the evolution of the interface at t = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, while the right hand plot shows the evolution
of the solute, plotted against ρ, at the same times. These results are consistent with Figure 5–8 in [6].
Example 3
In this example we use the same data as Example 2 with the exception that we replace the simple straight-
sided geometry of Ω that arose from setting F (~p) = |~p0| − 1, with the more complex geometry
Ω := {~p ∈ R2 : 0.05 cos(20~p1) + 0.95 > ~p0, −0.05 cos(12~p1)− 0.5 < ~p0}
for which we note that (1.9) does not hold. The results are presented in Figure 4.2, with the left hand
plot displaying the evolution of the interface at t = 0, 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, together with the geometry Ω (black
line) while the right hand plot shows the evolution of the solute, plotted against ρ, at the same times, with
T = 7.5. From this figure we see that the complex nature of the domain destroys the travelling wave solution
that was present in Example 2.
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Fig. 4.1: DIGM simulation in a domain with straight boundaries.
Fig. 4.2: DIGM simulation in a complex geometry.
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